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QUESTION 1

What infrastructure setup should an Architect recommend for the publishing tier when performance is a key metric? 

A. AEM publisher with RDBMS 

B. AEM publisher with MongoDB 

C. AEM publisher in cold standby 

D. AEM publisher with TarMK 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/administer/ performance-tuning-
guidelines.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer wants to pre-define the set of components that page authors can change when authoring a page. 

Which configuration should the Architect recommend? 

A. Add authors to administrators group 

B. Use allowedPaths properties on a template 

C. Use editable templates and policies 

D. Add components to the general group 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/authoring/siteandpage/ templates.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You have created a solution architecture for a financial services company. After the design is completed, but before
implementation starts, the company decides that rather than authenticating users against their internal LDAP server,
they will authenticate using an externallyhosted SAML Identity Provider. 

Which two architectural diagrams need to be revised to meet this change? (Choose two.) 

A. Physical. 

B. Conceptual. 

C. Data Flow. 

D. Logical. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

A client\\'s marketing pages are generally slow to load which is causing a significant drop in sales. All other AEM pages
load within expected performance guidelines regardless of whether the visitor is being served the desktop or mobile
experiences. 

The marketing pages typically get slower when multiple external campaigns such as Facebook or AdWords drive traffic
to those pages. The page performance tends to dip during high traffic periods Internal campaign clicks such as those
from hero images use similar campaign codes as external campaign traffic. 

What should the Architect do to resolve this issue? 

A. Convert the marketing pages to a responsive design instead of an adaptive design 

B. Set AEM to use GZIP compression instead of the web servers compression 

C. Add a new dispatcher farm to assist with the clients marketing pages 

D. Modify the dispatcher.any files section to ignore campaign-based URL parameters 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to upgrade their AEM instance from 6.3 to 6.4 using the "In-Place" method. The goal is to eliminate
the need to migrate content and recreate user permissions. 

What are two disadvantages of doing an "In-Place" upgrade instead of a "Clean Install and Migrate" approach? (Choose
two.) 

A. Possibility that the upgrade significantly corrupts an otherwise working implementation 

B. High probability that the upgraded system inherits existing platform errors/configuration issues 

C. In-Place upgrades may not display the correct AEM version number after upgrades 

D. The Dispatcher .stat file needs to be recreated 

E. Eliminates the need to migrate content, partially implementations with large DAM repositories 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants to allow logged in/authenticated users to mark pages delivered from AEM as their 

favorite. The favorites are stored and retrieved using REST API from AEM. 

The POST REST API call to store favorites always fails with a 403-forbidden error. 
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Which two configurations should the Architect review? (Choose two.) 

A. Session timeout configuration 

B. CSRF token configuration 

C. Apache Sling Referrer Filter configuration 

D. Authentication handler configurations 

E. User Sync handler configuration 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://forums.adobe.com/thread/2324551 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer wants an image to be automatically tagged every time an image is uploaded to the DAM. What should an
Architect recommend? 

A. Configure enhanced Smart Tagging 

B. Run the DAM Smart Tag workflow 

C. Enable smart tagging in the DAM Upload Asset offloading workflow 

D. Configure smart tagging in the DAM Update Asset workflow 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/touch-ui-smart-tags.html 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer wants to expose existing content from AEM to other applications. What solution should the Architect
recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Use the metadata export pool 

B. Use the AEM Data Services interface 

C. Use Content Services 

D. Create a custom data importer service 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-learn/getting-started-with-
aemheadless/chapter-7.html 
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QUESTION 9

What should an AEM Architect do when installing a production Publish instance to connect to its associated Author
instance? 

A. Execute the AEM installation using the nosamplecontent flag 

B. Copy the /content and /apps folders from the Maven repository 

C. Copy the entire crx-quickstart directory from the author D. Execute the installation using the cq5-author-jar refer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An author makes changes to a page. The old version still appears on the site. The Author needs to 

troubleshoot by bypassing the Dispatcher and accessing the AEM page directly through the Publish 

instance. 

What should the author do? 

A. Modify the AEM Job Processing OSGI configuration 

B. Adjust the allowedClients of the dispatcher 

C. Use CURL to do a manual dispatcher flush 

D. Add a query parameter to the page URL 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

If a bundle property is configured with a default value in the declaration, via an OSGiConfig node, and via the Felix
console. Which will your bundle use? 

A. The declaration-time default. 

B. The Felix console configuration. 

C. The OSGiConfig node configuration. 

D. The bundle will fail to start due to a conflict. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which technology is used to integrate Adobe Launch in AEM? 
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A. Adobe Analytics 

B. Adobe Sensei 

C. Adobe DTM 

D. Adobe IO 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/kt/integration/using/aem-launch-integrationtutorial-
understand.html 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer wants to improve efficiencies with their content creation processes for website optimization. Specifically, the
customer wants to use content created in AEM inside of Adobe Target. 

Which AEM feature should be used to meet the requirements? 

A. Content Fragments 

B. Teaser Component 

C. Experience Fragments 

D. Adobe Target Mbox 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which deployment scenario should be used to achieve scalability for site visitor read access? 

A. Oak Cluster with MongoMK across Multiple DataCenter 

B. Single TarMK Instance 

C. TarMK Farm 

D. Oak Cluster with MongoMK in Single DataCenter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer wants to use translations, however certain content on pages must not be translated. What should the
Architect recommend to meet the requirement? 

A. Add a translate property to the content component on the page and set it to false 
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B. Add the page path and properties, uncheck Translate box in Translation Configurations 

C. Add the page path and node type, uncheck Translate box in Translation Configurations 

D. Add a resource Type reference in Translation Configurations 

Correct Answer: B 
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